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Abstract
This paper tackles the problem of automatically labelling

sentiment-bearing topics with descriptive sentence labels. We
propose two approaches to the problem, one extractive and
the other abstractive. Both approaches rely on a novel mech-
anism to automatically learn the relevance of each sentence
in a corpus to sentiment-bearing topics extracted from that
corpus. The extractive approach uses a sentence ranking al-
gorithm for label selection which for the first time jointly op-
timises topic–sentence relevance as well as aspect–sentiment
co-coverage. The abstractive approach instead addresses
aspect–sentiment co-coverage by using sentence fusion to
generate a sentential label that includes relevant content from
multiple sentences. To our knowledge, we are the first to
study the problem of labelling sentiment-bearing topics. Our
experimental results on three real-world datasets show that
both the extractive and abstractive approaches outperform
four strong baselines in terms of facilitating topic understand-
ing and interpretation. In addition, when comparing extrac-
tive and abstractive labels, our evaluation shows that our best
performing abstractive method is able to provide more topic
information coverage in fewer words, at the cost of generat-
ing less grammatical lables than the extractive method. We
conclude that abstractive methods can effectively synthesise
the rich information contained in sentiment-bearing topics.
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1 Introduction

Probabilistic topic models such as latent Dirichlet alloca-
tion (LDA) [1] capture the thematic properties of documents
by modelling texts as a mixture of distributions over words,
known as topics. The words under each topic tend to co-
occur together and consequently are thematically related to
one another. These topics can therefore be used as a lens for
exploring and understanding large archives of unstructured
text. Since the introduction of LDA, many extensions have
been proposed, an important one being the Joint Sentiment-
Topic (JST) model that aims to mine and uncover rich opinion
structures from opinionated documents [2]. This work has
spurred subsequent research in developing variants of senti-
ment topic models for a range of opinion mining tasks such as
aspect-based sentiment analysis [3], contrastive opinion min-
ing [4], and the analysis of sentiment and topic dynamics [5].

JST is a hierarchical topic model which can detect sen-
timent and topic simultaneously from opinionated docu-
ments. The hidden topics discovered, therefore, are essen-
tially sentiment-bearing topics resembling opinions. This is
a key difference compared to the standard topics extracted
by LDA which only express thematic information. We ex-
emplify this difference using two topic examples shown in
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